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Local Company Helps Make EasyCopy Software Available in China
LAKELAND, Michigan, March ____, 2009- Computer Asset Management Corporation,
(CamCorpUSA) in partnership with Augrin Software of Denmark, recently completed translation of
EasyCopy software into Chinese. As a result, EasyCopy Release 8.3 is now being offered for sale to
Chi
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nergy and medical industries with CamCorpUSA as the lead provider for
sales and support to companies in China. In conjunction with the launch of the Chinese version of
EasyCopy, CamCorpUSA President David K. Brownlee Sr. announced the addition of Li Wu as
manager of the Asian group that will be responsible for support for the product in China.
Brownlee explained that EasyCopy’
ssuite of Imaging Solution software currently has more than
300,000 software seats installed in companies spread across North and South America as well as
Europe with the majority of the users positioned within the automotive, energy and medical
industries and their suppliers.
EasyCopy provides engineers and others with a user-friendly interface, easy-to-use hot-keys and
montage capabilities that allow annotation so that they can easily communicate complex color
images and diagrams for print, e-mail or movie (avi) formats. This capability is very useful and
cost effective for product design review and training documentation.
“
EasyCopy software is a unified, one cost solution that replaces the multitude of applications that
were originally required in order to conduct a design review session,
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streamline critical processes at a time when everyone is looking for more efficient ways to handle
complex information,
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Based in the Detroit area suburb of Lakeland, Michigan, C.A.M. Corp. has been serving
manufacturing and industrial clients with imaging technology since 1974. In 1992, the company
teamed up with Augrin Software of Copenhagen, Denmark to become a major distributor and
provide help desk support for the EasyCopy line of software for the UNIX, Linux and Microsoft
Windows platforms.
C.A.M. Corporation is located at 4730 E. M-36 Hwy in Lakeland, Michigan. For more information,
call (810) 231-2883 or via e-mail: dave@camcorpusa.com. The company maintains a web site at:
www.camcorpusa.com and www.myeasycopy.cn for EasyCopy product information.
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